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About the
Company

Goodwood Shutters, established in 1995, is
a premier wholesale manufacturer in China,
specializing in crafting custom-made
plantation shutters and components.

We serve retailers, trade suppliers, resellers,
and millwork manufacturers within the
window-covering industry. 
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Production Facilities

250 square meters per day

Fujian Workshops:

900 square meters per day

Shanghai Workshop:

100 square meters per day

Jiangsu Workshop:



Wooden Shutters
Workshop



PVC Shutters
Workshop
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Product
Portfolio
Goodwood Shutters offers an
extensive range of plantation
shutters, each with its unique
qualities to cater to various
customer needs. 

Basswood Shutters
The most popular choice

Paulownia Shutters
The most cost-effective choice

PVC Shutters
Aluminum core reinforcement

White Ash Shutters
Exquisite Russian imported white ash

Poplar Shutters
A preferred choice for solid shutters



PVC Shutters



Wooden Shutters



Our Expertise

Craftsmanship # 1
Artisans with 15+ years of
experience.
One hundred hours of annual
training for skill refinement.

Manufacturing # 2
30% faster production with
state-of-the-art machinery.
95% manufacturing
efficiency for timely delivery.

Quality # 3
50+ checkpoints for rigorous
quality control.
98% customer satisfaction
rate based on surveys.
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Why Choose Goodwood Shutters?
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Current Markets



Packing05
The Stages of
Production
Wooden Shutters Manufacturing Work Flow

Wrap shutters in bubble wrap,

cardboard, or foam - label packages

with the order number, brand, etc.

Enforce rigorous QC standards during

manufacturing to maintain strength, durability,

and appearance.

Apply treatments to safeguard shutters from

moisture and UV damage and allow for

thorough drying.

Craft shutters with woodworking techniques like

mortise, tenon, or dowel joints, then sand and

prep for painting.

Select wood components and cut them to

size based on window or door

measurements.

Quality Control04

Painting & Drying03

Assembly & Sanding02

Material & Mil l ing01
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The Stages of
Production
PVC Shutters Manufacturing Work Flow

Package shutters securely with cushioning

materials and label with order details for shipment.

Packing

4 Stringent quality control ensures strength, durability, and

appearance standards.

Quality Control

3

2

1

Skilled technicians expertly assemble the PVC shutter

components.

Assembly

Precisely cut and drill the PVC parts for seamless assembly.

Cutting

We meticulously choose durable and visually appealing PVC

components.

Material Selection



OEM & ODM Services: You can customize the shutters to align with your
brand's specifications and design preferences, or we can transform your
ideas into tangible products if you have a specific design concept.

Quality Control: Prioritizes quality thoroughly, from selecting premium
materials and skilled craftsmanship to rigorous pre-shipping quality testing
and continuous improvement through customer feedback.

Shipping Arrangements: Offers a comprehensive shipping service that
includes tailored solutions, international shipping expertise, on-time deliveries,
and tracking support, all aimed at ensuring timely delivery.
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Our Offered Services
Make Your Buying Experience A Smooth and Hassle-free One.



Connect with us.
Email 
info@goodwoodshutters.com

Social Media 
@goodwoodshutters

Visit our website
https://goodwoodshutters.com


